COVID-19 Diagnosed by Serological Antibody Test: A Case Report
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Abstract

The new coronavirus, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), first reported in Wuhan, China, is causing a pandemic. With an increased understanding of the disease, the diagnosis and treatment guidelines are being updated and improved. In addition to nucleic acid detection, antibody detection kits are also being developed and approved. A medical worker suspected of having COVID-19 in our hospital had fatigue and loss of appetite and pulmonary infection indicated by CT, but the nucleic acid test was negative three times. Finally, she was confirmed to have COVID-19 by a serological antibody test. After rest and oral antiviral treatment, she recovered and returned to work. This is a case report that focuses on suspected mild patients who tested negative for nucleic acids. Such a group of patients had to choose home isolation treatment during the outbreak. The majority of them did not make a definitive diagnosis or rule out COVID-19 by the time they recovered. The antibody test is of great significance to identify infected patients with multiple negative nucleic acid tests. It can complement nucleic acid testing to enhance diagnostic efficiency. We have reviewed the literature and realized that further validation and standardization of serological tests are needed for more mature application of antibody tests to clinical diagnosis and vaccine development.
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1. Introduction

Since December 2019, several cases of unexplained pneumonia have been found in some hospitals in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China. The disease has been confirmed to be an acute respiratory transmission disease caused by SARS-CoV-2 [1]. With the rapid spread of the virus, as of August 3, 2020, more than 80,000 people have been diagnosed with COVID-19 in China, and more than 18,000,000 people have been diagnosed abroad [2]. On March 11, the WHO characterized COVID-19 as a pandemic [3]. At the beginning of the epidemic, the diagnosis was based on RT-PCR detection of SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid or viral gene sequencing showing sequences that are highly homologous with known SARS-CoV-2. However, the accuracy of nucleic acid detection is limited by the viral load and sampling. Many suspected patients have multiple negative nucleic acid tests, which facilitates their role as a potential source of infection and complicates the prevention and control of the epidemic situation. It is urgent to find more convenient and accurate detection methods to assist in diagnosis. Therefore, SARS-CoV-2 antibody testing kit has been developed and approved, and positive results have been included as one of the diagnostic criteria in the Chinese guidelines for the diagnosis and treatment of COVID-19 [4]. A nucleic acid-negative patient in our department diagnosed by serological antibody test is reported as follows. Unlike other reported COVID-19 cases, this is a physician’s experience of self-observation and self-treatment during home isolation. Nucleic acid and antibody tests were performed repeatedly during the 2-month observation period.

2. Case Presentation

The patient is a 34-year-old female physician. On the evening of January 17, 2020, she felt weak after work and had mild throat discomfort. She had been in good health, and her colleagues and family members had no similar symptoms. The next day, she worked half of a day, as usual, in the morning. She took cold medicine, but there was no noticeable relief from her fatigue. Physical examination revealed no obvious abnormalities. In the afternoon, she performed a routine blood test and five respiratory pathogen antibody tests. The results showed that her lymphocytes were slightly low (1.01 G/L), and the antibodies against the five common respiratory pathogens (mycoplasma, chlamydia, adenovirus, respiratory syncytial virus, and coxsackie virus) were negative. On the morning of January 19, 2020, she did not feel better but still felt asthenia and loss of appetite. CT examination of the lung showed flake-like ground glass opacity shadows in the dorsal segment of the right upper lobe (Fig. 1A). A nasopharynx swab was used to...
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FIGURE 1. Comparison of lung CT scans.

Lung CT scan on January 19 (illness day 3). (B) Lung CT scan on January 31 (illness day 15).

detect the RNA of influenza A, influenza B and respiratory syncytial virus, and the results were negative. As of that time, there were no positive etiology results. She is a respiratory physician who had been to the isolation ward several times recently. Combined with her epidemiological history and pulmonary imaging changes, by ruling out other common respiratory virus infections, we considered the possibility of COVID-19. Considering the patient’s mild symptoms and absence of fever, home isolation and empirical oral medication were recommended. Treatment with oseltamivir (75 mg) twice per day and moxifloxacin (0.4 g) once per day was performed. Two days later, she could not tolerate gastrointestinal symptoms (nausea and vomiting), so we changed moxifloxacin to levofloxacin (Fig. 2).

On the night of January 21 (illness day 5), an oral swab was taken for a SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid test, and the result was negative. At the same time, routine blood examination showed a normal range of lymphocyte and C-reactive protein (CRP) levels. Considering that the lymphocyte level returned to normal and there was no obvious evidence of bacterial infection, she discontinued antibiotic therapy. On January 23 (illness day 7), oseltamivir was replaced with arbidol (200 mg, three times a day) because arbidol became available from the pharmacy. After 5 days of oral administration of arbidol, the symptoms of asthenia were significantly improved, and the drug was discontinued on January 28 (Fig. 2). On the afternoon of January 30, she felt weak and lost her appetite again. The symptoms were similar to those at the beginning of the disease. She started taking arbidol again. On January 31 (illness day 15), a CT scan showed that most of the ground glass shadow in the dorsal segment of the right lower lobe was absorbed (Fig. 1B), and routine blood tests and CRP levels were normal. After another week of oral administration of arbidol, the symptoms were significantly improved. She had only a minor dry cough, without obvious fatigue or poor appetite. On February 11 (illness day 26), a SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid test of a throat swab was still negative. At that point, she was definitely diagnosed with COVID-19. Fortunately, before that, she had made a full recovery as a suspected patient. A month later, her IgM became negative, and her IgG remained positive. Her nucleic acid test was still negative (Fig. 2). To date, none of her family members have developed any suspected symptoms, and close contacts (her husband) tested negative for antibodies and nucleic acids.

3. Discussion

At the beginning of the outbreak, due to the rapid increase in the number of patients and limited testing methods, it was impossible to test all suspected patients and clearly diagnose them. Now, as the number of patients declines and the tests become more varied in China, we can test all suspected patients and routinely screen all hospitalized patients and their families in high-risk areas. Although antibody detection is more convenient and faster than nucleic acid testing, it is currently impossible to replace nucleic acid detection. RT–PCR-based viral RNA detection is sensitive and can effectively confirm early SARS-CoV2 infection [6]. Antibody detection may play an important role in the diagnosis of COVID-19 as complement approach in the middle and later stage [5]. Ya-ting N et al. discussed how to interpret the results of combined detection [7].

The study of Zhang YC et al. reported that seroconversion was observed in 100% (17/17) of symptomatic patients during the observation period. Nevertheless, only one person (1/5) with humoral responses among asymptomatic carriers [8]. Zhang W et al. found that antibody detection has a high positive rate on 5 days after admission, which was normally considered as a transition from earlier to later period of infection [9]. This is consistent with the result from our department [5]. Quan-Xin Long et al. reported that the median day of seroconversion for both IgG and IgM was 13 days post symptom onset. Seroconversion for IgG and IgM occurred simultaneously or sequentially. Both IgG and IgM titers plateaued within 6 days after seroconversion [10].

The spike and nucleocapsid proteins are the main immunogens of the SARS-CoV-2 [11]. The sensitivity and specificity
of ELISA assays for different antigens were different [12]. Moreover, no studies have addressed cross-reactivity from other non-specific proteins that can lead to false-positive result. Therefore, further studies and optimization of ELISA assays will be necessary. Well-defined standard references should be developed to standardize the serologic assays developed by different laboratories. Finally, validation and standardization of serologic testing are important for evaluating vaccine immunogenicity and effective induction of antibody responses for prevention [13].

Our case report has limitations. First, since the SARS-CoV-2 serological antibody test kit needs time for development and approval, we have not been able to dynamically monitor serological antibodies in the early stage of this case. Second, in this case, symptoms were obviously relieved, and the CT imaging changes were also significantly resolved by only taking arbidol. It is still unknown whether arbidol is effective against SARS-CoV-2 or whether patients with mild and common infections are likely to self-cure in a certain period of time. Some antiviral drugs, such as lopinavir/ritonavir, arbidol and remdesivir, may be effective against SARS-CoV-2, as indicated in some studies and case reports [14, 15].

In conclusion, antibody testing can help confirm the diagnosis of suspected patients with negative nucleic acid testing, and the combined application can improve the detection efficiency of COVID-19. Furthermore, validation and standardization of serologic testing are necessary for better application of antibody tests to clinical diagnosis and vaccine design.
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